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Abstract. In this paper we give an approximation theory for the optimum variable
thickness sheet problem considered in [1] and [2], This problem, which is a stiffness
maximization of an elastic continuum in unilateral contact, admits complete material
removal, i.e., the design variable is allowed to take zero values.

The original saddle-point problem is replaced by a sequence of approximating prob-
lems, the solutions of which are shown to converge weakly to exact solutions. In the case
that complete material removal is not admissible, the state variable is shown to converge
strongly in the (Hl )2-norm to the unique exact state solution.

We consider a particular finite-element discretization that fits into the general theory
and present the mathematical programming problem that results from it.

1. Introduction. In this paper we give a theory for how to obtain approximate
solutions to the stiffest sheet problem. For a background to the structural optimization
problem and its technological relevance, we refer to [3], [4], [1], [5], and [6].

Concerning qualitative analysis, Cea and Malanowski [7] gave in 1970 proofs of ex-
istence and uniqueness of solutions corresponding to non-contacting sheets and non-
vanishing thickness. These results were generalized by Petersson [2] to include unilateral
contact and zero lower bounds on designs, which hence turned the problem into a topol-
ogy optimization problem.

Topology design of structures is a subject of widespread research [8], [9]. The opti-
mum sheet problem, treated in this paper, differs from many of the investigated ones in
topology optimization in the sense that it is well-posed in its original formulation, and
need not be relaxed with homogenization techniques.
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We treat the continuous problem as well as its discretizations through saddle-point
formulations. At first glance it seems that the situation is similar to the classical mixed
finite-element approach [10]. But it is not so. In classical mixed finite-element meth-
ods, the saddle-point formulation results from releasing certain constraints by means of
duality techniques. The Lagrange multiplier is in duality with the primal variable, in
terms of which the original problem is formulated. Here the problem is rather different:
the saddle-point formulation is the original problem and a consequence of the special
choice of the cost functional; it has nothing to do with relaxing constraints. In fact, the
variational problem is constrained in both variables, in contrast to classical saddle-point
formulations.

Because of lack of uniqueness of the solution (at least of the thickness) and the fact that
we cannot expect any regularity of it, we cannot expect that the classical Ladyzhenskaya-
Babuska-Brezzi (LBB) condition, which plays a crucial role in mixed finite-element anal-
yses, holds true in our case. We focus only on the convergence analysis. The scheme of
the proof is standard: for the two finite-element spaces involved, we separately need to
ensure the density and weak closedness properties. What is not standard is to choose
the right topology in the case of finite-element spaces approximating the thickness.

The organization of the paper is the following. In Sec. 2 standard mathematical nota-
tions are introduced and a condensed version of the problem description is given. Section
3, the core of the paper, gives the general approximation theory and its convergence re-
sults. In the fourth section we present a finite-element model that fits into the abstract
setting in Sec. 3, and in the fifth (and last) section we present the problem to solve in
practice and give some other concluding remarks.

2. Problem description. Before we define the problem, we introduce the standard
notation of function spaces used in the paper. By Hk($l) (integer fc > 0) we denote the
classical Sobolev space of functions, derivatives of which up to the order k are square
integrable in f2 (i.e., elements of L2(fl)). If V is a subspace of (iffc(fi))2 (the definition is
given below), the strong convergence of a sequence {«„} to u, un, u G V will be denoted

by un u, while un u stands for the weak convergence in V. By L1(f2), L°°(f2) we
denote the spaces of Lebesgue integrable functions and essentially bounded measurable
functions in f2, respectively. If hn,h £ we write

hn —> h in L°°(n) iff f hnipd£l—+ f hipdQ V<p G L2(Cl),
Jn in

hn h iff hn(x) —> h(x) for almost all x £ fi.

We give a summary of the problem description and mathematical setting of the prob-
lem of optimizing a sheet in unilateral contact [2], [6].

Consider a sheet with a mid-surface occupying a domain in R2, and with a thickness
h(x) at the point x in fl The boundary is partitioned into the parts Tu, Tt, and rc, the
first two denoting parts where zero displacements and tractions are prescribed, and the
last meaning the candidate contact boundary; cf. Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The considered elastic body with possible unilateral contact

Each point x in can be assigned an in-plane displacement u(x), and the correspond-
ing field belongs to

V = {u= (u1;u2)T € (H1^))2 | it; = 0 on T u, * = 1,2}.

Here Ui denotes the displacement along the £j-direction. We equip V with the norm

\\u\\v =
n

-I 1/2

r — \/(^5 ^) V:

where (■, -)v is the inner product in V. (The summation convention in which repeated
indices take the values 1 and 2 was used above, as will be sparsely done later at apparent
places.) The considered contact is with a rigid frictionless obstacle occupying the domain
H, and the convex set of kinematically admissible displacements is denoted by U. and
defined through

u{x)Tn{x) < g(x) a.e. x £ Tc (1)

where n(x) is a normal vector of unit length, and g(x) is a distance between Tc and d1Z
along the direction n(x). This is a linearization of a more general large deformation non-
penetration condition [11], which can be done in different ways, leading to, e.g., n = nn
or n = —nn. (Here nB denotes the outward unit normal to a region B.) We mention that
the first choice was used in [12] and the other in [13]. In this paper we follow an approach
that is something in between these two choices, namely n{x) = £, where £ € R2 is a fixed
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direction (opposite to the one indicated by the r-axis in Fig. 1). This was introduced in
[14] and shown there to provide some mathematical conveniences. In order to guarantee
the physical admissibility of a fixed direction, one has to exclude situations where the
contacting boundaries are strongly curved. In any case, small deformations and linear
elasticity imply that the above choices of n are approximately equal [11], A special case
is when Yc(d7V) is a straight line, in which case £ coincides with nn(—nn). In conclusion,
we write

U = {u £ V | il(x)t£ < g(x) a.e. x £ rc}. (2)

The total potential energy functional is given by

L°°(fi) x (ff1^))2 9 (h,u) ^ Jh{u) £ R,

where

Jh(u) = \ah{u,u) - L(u),

and where the linear and bilinear forms are given by

f f f du du
L(u) = / f^udfl+ / t1udT and a/l(u,u)= /

J n Jvt J n oxj uxi

Here Eijki are the elasticity constants satisfying the usual ellipticity, symmetry, and
boundedness conditions, / e (L2(fi))2 and t € (L2(rt))2.

The set of admissible designs is defined as

H= /iel°°(fi) 3. in fi, /
Ja

hmin < h < /imax a-e- in fi, / h dQ, — Vol
'a

where hmin and /imax are bounding functions satisfying 0 < hmin < hTU!ix, hnsliX £
L°°(Q). The bounding function hnlin can take zero values and Vol is the available volume
of material to be distributed in the domain fl.

The structural optimization problem to solve can now be formulated as

Find (u,h) £ U x Ti :
Jh{u) < Jk{v) < Jfriu) V(u, h) £ U x H.

(SJ)

Such a solution (u, h) gives a maximum of equilibrium potential energy and solves

minL(u(/i))+ / \a^(u(h))\hg dT

where a^(u) = and u(h) £ U solves

ah(u(h),<p — u(h)) > L(ip — u(h)) Vtp £ IA.

There exist solutions to (SJ) as is shown in [2], but concerning uniqueness, the only one
to expect is in u, in the case that the lower bound hmjn is strictly positive. The set of
solutions of (SJ) is bounded, weakly(*) closed, and convex.
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3. A general approximation theory.
3.1. Preliminaries. We want to approximate a solution (u, h) to (SJ). Suppose that

{TPm}m= l is any regular sequence of triangulations of Q, where the mesh size parameter
pm in the mth triangulation (that is, the largest edge length of all triangles in TPm)
satisfies

pm * 0 (m —> oo). (3)

For the definition of triangulation and regular families of such, we refer to [15]. In step
m,Um C V denotes the approximation of U and Tim C L°°(fi) ditto for H. We make
the following abstract assumptions:

(i) HmCH Vm.
(ii) There is an interpolation operator IIm: H —> Ttm such that IIm/i —► h in as

m —► oo, V/i G H.
(j) For any sequence {um} such that um G Um and um —> u in V, it follows that

u&U.
(jj) There exists a set \ C U such that \ = U (the closure taken with respect to the

V-norm) and there is an interpolation operator irm: x —* Mm such that irmu u (in V)
as m —> oo, Vw G X-

Remark 3.1. From (jj) we conclude that, given any sequence {pm\ and any u G U,
there is a subsequence {pmi} and G Umi such that |u,; -tt||y —» 0 as i —► oo. Similarly,
(ii) implies that, given any sequence {pm} and any h £H, there is a subsequence {pmi}
and hi G Hmi such that hi —> h as i —> oo. □

An element ho G H is called a "coercive design" if there exists a > 0 such that
ah0(u,u) > a||u||^ for all u G V. In connection to this, we also assume

L°°
(k) There exists a coercive design ho SH such that IIm/i0 —> ho as m —> oo.
We will consider the approximating problems

I Find (Unij/im) £ Lim X •
(SJ)r

_ ('Urn) ^ (^770 Vtim G Lfrni ^h-m G

for m = 1,2,3,  We assume that this problem is solvable for each m. First, before
stating the main result, two lemmas concerning the needed "tri-continuity" of (h,u,v) t—>
ah(u, v) will be established. Before stating them, note that by the Holder inequality and
boundedness of Eiju, one has

\ah{u,v)\ < M||/i||Loo(n)|M|v|H|v, (4)

for some constant M independent of h G L°°(fi) and u,v G V.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that hm h in L°°(fi) (hm,h G H) and um u in V (um G
Um,u G Li). The it follows that

lim Jhm(um) = Jh{u).
m—>oc

Proof. Clearly L(um) —* L(u), and a^m(um,um) -> ah(u,u) is shown by standard
arguments. □
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Lemma 3.2. Suppose that hm h (hm € Tlm^h 6 H), and um u in V (um G
Um, u € hi). Then, for any fixed v £ V,

lim ahm(um,v) = ah(u,v) (5)
m—>oc

and, moreover,

liminf Jhm(um) > Jh{u). (6)
771—>00

In the proof below we use a notation without implicit summations.
Proof. We have

/ \ V f , j-1 d(um)i dvk def r
QJhTn\Ujm')'V) — / v I v Mjkl•

Set Ujki = Eijkidvk/dxi e L2(Q), and study

hm - [ hip. <m= f (hmt^^ - htp) dn (7)Jo. dxj JQ V dxj dxj J
(we omit the subscripts of t). We rewrite (7) as

Um - [ htp- <m = [ (- p) mm + f (hrn - h)d-^tdn. (8)J n dx3 J n V ^ dxj J Jn dxj
The first integral on the right-hand side in (8) tends to zero as m —> oo. Let us study
the second term:

fn{hm ~ h)^foTtdn 2 - jn{hm ~ h)H2dn' JQ da (9)
In order to arrive at (5) it is now sufficient to show that

lim
771—► OO

[ {hm - h)2t2 dfi = 0. (10)
Jsi

This follows from Lebesgue's theorem of dominated convergence.
The second part of the proof is devoted to (6). Since hm is nonnegative and cihm is

symmetric we have

0 — ®hm (^m ^5 ^m u) — Q'hm (^rnj ^m) ~i~ &hm ^)* (H)

Hence, by rearranging terms,

from which

liminf aftm(um,uTO) > dh(u,u) (13)
m—*oo

follows by using (5). Clearly,

lim L(um) = L(u), (14)
771—'•OO

and (13) and (14) imply (6). □
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3.2. Convergence results. The main abstract result is

Theorem 3.1. Let all abstract assumptions (i), (ii), (j), (jj), and (k) be satisfied.
Suppose that {TPm}^= 1 is any regular sequence of triangulations with a correspond-
ing sequence of mesh size parameters obeying (3). Suppose further that
(um,hm) £ Um x solves (SJ)m for m = 1,2,3,  Then there are subsequences
{urrn}, {hmi} and elements u £U,h £ H. such that

Urm « in V, hmi —> h in L°°(f2).

Furthermore, any such pair of cluster points (u, h) solves (SJ).

Proof. Step 1. We estimate, in order, the third and first terms in the definition of
(SJ)m. Fix ilq £ x■ We then have

M ~ 2 (10)^ ~~2~ II hm ||l°° (n)lkmWo || y + Ci ||7Ttt1'W-0 11V",

with the aid of (4). Now, due to (i) and the fact that {7rmuo} converges to uq in V,
||^m||L~(fi) and ||7rm'Uo||v are bounded. This in (15) yields

3Ci > 0: Jhm{^mUo) < Ci Vm. (16)

Now, let ho £ H be as in (k). Then

= 2 (^m, ^m) ^(^m) ho (^^)

Using (4), (17), and the fact that ah0 is elliptic we have

JUmhoi^m) ^ "^"ll^mllv Cxll^mllv — ""^~||nm^0 — ̂0 I|l°°(0) ll^m || V (18)
— 2 A^I|nm/lo ^o||L~(Q))l|Wm|lv CL||^m||v-

Since ||n„,/io — /iolU~(r!) —> 0, (18) implies that for all m sufficiently large

^nm/io(^m) ^ "^"ll^mllv ^L||^m||v

V^u- n Cl\ —l-ylknllv - -~i= J -CLa
> -C\oT\ (19)

Now (SJ)m, (16), and (19) show that {Jh (um)} is bounded in R and {um} is bounded
in V.

Step 2. One can extract subsequences {umj}, and {Jh (umi)} such that hmi
- mi

tends L°°(fi) weakly* to a limit, say h,umi weakly in V to a limit called u, and further-
more J-hm (umJ converges to a real number n. The set H is L°°(f2) weakly* closed; so

(i) implies that h £H, and from (j) we infer u £U. To conclude, we have

J~h .(umi)—> k, hmi h £ H in L°°(Cl), umi^*u£U in V. (20)
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Step 3. Let u € U and h £ H be arbitrary. Choosing h, e H(Tll and Ui € Um% as in
Remark 3.1, (SJ)mi reads

Jhiiy^rrii) ^ (&rrii) — '^h (^i)- (^)Tni mi

Applying Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we pass to the limit in (21):

Jh(u) <k< J-h(u) Vu 6W, Vft G H. (22)

This means that k = J^u) and consequently (u,h) solves (SJ). □
In the case when "zero designs" are non-admissible, that is, when no topological

information will be given by an optimal solution, we will show that the convergence
properties are stronger. To this end, we need the following

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that {um, hm) solves (SJ)m and that there are subsequences {um,},
{hrm} such that

Urm —* u in V, hmi h in (i —» oo), (23)

where (u, h) solves (SJ), i.e., the situation in Theorem 3.1. Then there is a subsequence
of {umi}, denoted again by {umi}, and a sequence {/i,} such that hi £ Ttmi and

lim ahi (umi - u, umi - u) = 0. (24)
i—*oo

Proof. Let {urrit}, {hmi} be sequences satisfying (23) and let {pmi} be the correspond-
ing family of partitions. According to Remark 3.1 it is possible to find a subsequence,
again denoted by {pmi}, and elements hi € Hmi,Ui G UTrli such that hL —> h an
||ui — u\\v —* 0 as i —► oo.

Choosing umi = Ui and hmi = hi in (SJ)TOj, we obtain

J hi (wmi) ^ )' 2 = 1,2,3,... .

This can be rewritten as

ahi {^rrii ? &mi ) ^hm- ) ■ (^)

Using (25) and the fact that the hi are nonnegative, we get

0 ^ ^hi (^mi Hm-i ^) / \
~ ^(^5 ^) {^rrii ? ̂ ) •

We have hmi h, in L°°(0), umv ^ in V^, hi h and Ui u, and so, passing to
the limit in (26), using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, one arrives at (24). □

Remark 3.2. Prom the proof of Lemma 3.3 it follows that (24) holds for any sequence
{hi}, hi € Hmt, such that hi h. □

We are now ready to state and prove the stronger convergence statement:

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that /3 =f essinfx6n hmm(x) > 0. Then, given the assumptions
in Theorem 3.1, it follows that

||wm — tt||v —> 0 (to —> oo), (27)
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that is, in addition to what is stated in Theorem 3.1, the whole sequence {um} tends
strongly to u.

Proof. Any weak cluster point of {urn} is part of a solution to (SJ) and therefore
unique due to Theorem 4.1 in [2] (assuming (3 > 0). Hence um u in V, i.e., the whole
sequence converges to u weakly in V. We show that for all subsequences {u„it} of {um},
there is yet another subsequence, denoted again by {umi}, which converges strongly in
V to u, and then (27) can be concluded.

Let {«mJ be any subsequence of {urn}. Then there are subsequences {umi}, {/imj,
umi € Umi, hm.i £ 7~Lmii and elements hi 6 'Hmi such that (23) holds. From Lemma 3.3
we therefore get (24). Since (3 > 0 and, from (i), hi £ H, there exists a > 0 such that
for all i

0 ^ Q||wmi U||y < CLfii (Urni ti, Umi U),

which together with (24) implies ||umi —u\\v —» 0, meaning that the proof is complete. □
Remark 3.3. For practical reasons it would also be possible to use two different par-

titions of 0, one for the construction of the set Um, the other for Hrn■ The convergence
analysis can be done in a similar way as before. □

4. A particular finite-element approximation. In this section we study a par-
ticular finite-element approximation. We will describe the discretization for a fixed m,
sufficiently large for (SJ)m to be practically useful. To this end let us suppose that
is a plane polygonal domain that is subdivided into nei number of triangles/elements fl
such that Q = U™ii ^ • We define the following finite element space:

V^n — £ (^(^)) I ^m |f2e ^(-Pl) , 6 — 1, . . . , neJ, = 0 On

which is an internal approximation of V. P\ denotes the space of linear polynomials (in
two variables). By {Ni,..., A^„np} we denote the usual basis for the scalar counterpart
of Vm. Na is referred to as a shape function in Vm associated with the node number
A, and nnp denotes the number of nodal points (triangle vertices) in f]\r„. Any um =
(u}n,ufn)T G Vm has the representation

i{x) = Y^NA{x)dA (28)
A=1

where d,\ = (diA, (^2a)T, and dlA is the value of u\n at node number A. We let A4 : Vm —>
R2nnp be the isomorphism given by

•Mllm — d — (du • . • , C?2nnp) i

where d is a collection of all the dl A 's such that each dlA appears exactly once in d at a
unique position. Suppose that d\A is placed in the /th position in d and d<iA in the Jth.
Let, for A — 1,..., nIlp, CA be the 2nnp x 2-matrix defined by

(CA)ij =
1, if (i,j) = (1,1) or (i, j) = (J, 2),
0, otherwise.
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Then it follows that

dA = CTAd. (29)

We let ncn be the number of contact nodes, that is, the number of nodes in rc\ru, and
let Ai denote the coordinate of the ith contact node. We suppose that the gap function
g is pointwise defined.

As an approximation of U we take the set

Mm ~ {^m £ Vm I ^(Aj), i 1, . . . , Tlcn}. (30)

We approximate thickness functions as elementwise constant over TPm, and therefore
let Lm C Lx(fl) be the closed subspace defined as the span of {xn1, • • • ,Xf!n«i}i where
Xn< is the characteristic function of fie:

Lm = ^| £ R, 6 — 1,..., ne]. a.e. in ^ . (31)

Further, we define

Hm=LmnH. (32)

For the sake of simplicity we study cases when the design bound functions and elasticity
coefficients are constant: /imax = ay > 0 and hmm = a/, >0.

Similarly to M, we define Af to be the isomorphism from Lm onto R"el with

Nhyn ~ t — (^1 , . . . , tUel ) .

To justify the described FE-model we simply need to verify (i), (ii), (j), (jj), and (k)
of the general framework given in the previous section.

4.1. Verification of (i), (ii), and (k). From the definition of Wm, i.e., (32), (i) follows
immediately.

As the operator IIm we choose the elementwise constant interpolation
"el

nmh te\Qe ,
e=l

where te is the integral mean of h over fle,

f hdQ,\ Se = meas(fie).
Se JwSe ...

It is a standard result of Lebesgue integration that Umh —> h in L1 (Q) for any h in 7i.
Clearly IImh £ Hm, and (ii) is hence verified.

To check (k) one only has to take h0 = Vol/ meas(fl), since hmax and hm\n are
constant, and note that Umho = ho for any m.

4.2. Verification of (j). In order to specify the situation geometrically, let us assume
that the contact part Tc is described in the local coordinate system (77, r) by the graph
of a Lipschitz continuous function a: [a, b] —» R1, i.e.,

rc = {(t?,t) I r = a(r?),7? G [a,6]},

cf. Fig. 1. The non-penetration condition on rc now reads as follows:

= w(r?,a(77))T^ < g(j],a(jq)), 77 e [a,b\,
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where g is the distance function between Tc and the rigid foundation along the fixed
direction £ G R2.

Let Ai = (r}i,a(7)i)) denote the coordinate of the ith contact node in the local system,
i = 1,..., ncn, where a = r/i < 772 < ■ • • < ?7ncn = b is a partition of [a, 6],

We shall distinguish two cases:
1°. is a concave function;
2°. g(-, <*(•)) is a general Lipschitz continuous function.

If 1° is satisfied, then for any u G Um,

< g(Ai), i = 1,...,nc„ => (77, oc(r})) < g(r,/, a(rj))

for any 77 G [a, b]. Thus Um is an internal approximation of U, i.e., Urn C U for m = 1, 
Therefore, the condition (j) is automatically satisfied.

Now, let us pass to the general case 2°. We shall need the following auxiliary result:

Lemma 4.1. Let <p be a continuous function defined on [a, 6] (—00 < a < b < 00),
Dn: a = t/q < r)i < ■ ■ ■ < rj" = b be a partition of [a, b], the norm v{Dn) = maxi=li...in \rff
— vl-11 °f which tends to zero as n —> 00. Let {'0n}^L1 be a sequence of piecewise linear
functions over {Dn} such that

) i = 0,... ,n, Vn.

Let ipn ip, n —> 00, in [a, 6], Then ip > <p almost everywhere in [a, 6],

Proof. See [16], Lemma A2. □

Lemma 4.2. Let 2° be satisfied. Then the assumption (j) holds for any regular system
of triangulations {TPm}.

Proof. Let {urn.}, um G Urn be such that

W . j rum —> u in V.

Then, by the compactness of the trace mapping, um —> u in (L2(TC))2 and also

wT£ in L2{Tc).

As before, one can find a subsequence (still denoted by the same symbol) such that
X j- &.e. T /■ • r li »• u ? ln la,b\.

Moreover, u^ is piecewise linear in [a, b]. The rest of the proof now follows immediately
from Lemma 4.1. □

4.3. Verification of (jj). For the sake of simplicity, to avoid the manipulation of coor-
dinate rotations, assume that the local system (77, r) coincides with the cartesian system
(xi, X2). Let s: [a, b\ —♦ R1 be the function that defines the boundary of the rigid obsta-
cle 1Z in a vicinity of Fc; cf. Fig. 2. Concerning the mutual position of fl and 1Z we also
make the following geometrical assumption:

The function s can be extended from [a, b] to the whole R1 in such a way that its
extension s: R1 —► R1 exists with the following properties:

* ^l[a,6] =
• s is sufficiently smooth in R1;
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• ru c Q = TZC = {(xi,x2) | x2 > s(xi),xi € R1}.
The non-penetration condition now reads as follows:

u2(xi,a(xi)) > —a(xi) + s(xi) Vzi e (a,6),

1.e., g(xi, a(xi)) = a(x\) — s(a:i), £ = (0, —1)T. Now we can redefine

M = {«£ | u = 0 on ru,tt2(a:i,a(xi)) > —a(x\) + s(£i), a.e. in (a,6)}

and

lAm — {^m € (C(£l) ) | V>m |fie ^ (-^1) > ̂  — L • • • i ̂ el i ̂ m 0 On ,

u2(xi,a(xj)) > -a(x{) + s(x{),j = 1 ,...,ncn}.

Here denotes the finite sequence of x\-coordinates of the contact nodes; cf. Fig.
2.

C rx
H

(x},a(xf)) = Ai

Fig. 2. Shapes of the potential contact boundaries

Lemma 4.3. For any u eU there exists a sequence {it6}, u6 eU D (C°°(f2))2 such that

u6 u in V, 5 —> 0+,

i.e., the set x = U n (C°°(f2))2 is dense in U.

Proof. Let u — (tti, u2 jv e U be given. The approximation of the first component is
standard: there is a sequence {/li1, } in C°°(J7) such that

u\ = 0 on ru, u\ —> ui in 8 —» 0 + . (33)
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Let us analyse the approximation of u2- Define the function u2 as follows:

U2(x\,x2) = max{u2(xi,i2), -£2 + sfai)}, (2:1,0:2) € fi.

Then u2 G Hl(Q) and, since ru C Q, «2 = 0 on Tu. Moreover,

U2(xi,a(x\)) = U2(xi,a(xi)) a.e. in (a,6). (34)

We split u2 as follows:

U2 = U2 + $2-

Then $2 E (0), $2 = 0 on rcur„ as follows from (34). There exists a sequence {$2}'
$2 E C°°(!Q) such that

dist(supp $2, U rc) = u>(6) > 0, (35)

in H^Sl), 6->0+, (36)

where uj(6) —» 0+ as 6 —> 0+. On the other hand, U2 E H1(fl), U2 = 0 on Tu, and
U2(x\,X2) > —X2 + s(xi), (x\,x2) G Prom [17], page 38 (exercise 2.5) we know that
there is another sequence {u62},u2 G vi2 = 0 on such that

U2(xi,x2) >-X2 + s(xx) a.e. (xi,x2) E il, (37)

U2~>U2 in H1^), 8 —> 0 + . (38)

Define

us2 = us2 + ^ V6 > 0

and

u6 = {u\,u2)t Vfi > 0.

Then u6 GU n (C00^))2 and

u6 u in V, 8 —> 0+

due to (33), (36), and (38). □
We choose nm to be the global (elementwise linear) Lagrange interpolation operator

applied to each of the two components, and the rest of (jj) is therefore satisfied; cf. [15].
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5. Concluding remarks.
5.1. The problem (SII). It is rather straightforward to express the problem to solve,

(SJ)m, in matrix and vector terms. In fact, one arrives at

(sn)j Find (d, t) G K. x W :
< n(d,t) < u{d,t), v(d, t) eicxw.

A solution (Um,hm) £ Um x to (SJTO) is obtained by setting um — M ld and
hm = N~lt. The function II is of the form

U{d,t) = ±dTK(t)d- fTd (39)

where
"el

K{t) = Y^teSeKe
e=l

is the structural stiffness matrix and Ke is the eth specific assembled element stiffness
matrix. The vector / is the structural load vector. The set of discretized thickness is of
the form

{"el

t € R™"' t < t < t,^2teSe = Vol I . (40)

We next treat the set /C, exclusively, in detail. We rewrite (30) and therefore study
the term um(Aj)T£. Indeed, introducing (28) and (29),

wnp

«m(^)T£ = NA(Ai)dTCAt. (41)
A=1

Denoting by A(i) the node number in {1,... ,nnp} that has the coordinate Ait (41) can
be rewritten as

urn{Al)Tt = dTCMi)i (42)

using N^iAi) = 6a A(i)- Let us for i — 1,... ,ncn define vectors in R2™"?:

vi = Cy4(i)C> (43)

so (42) can be written as

Hm(Ai) £ = d.

Let C be defined as the (ncn x 2nnp)-matrix whose ith row is vj, i = 1,... ,ncn. Let
also q € R™cn be defined through qt = g(Ai). Then (30) can be rewritten as

JAm — ^ ^rn | ^

where now

K. = {d G R2n"p | Cd<q}.

Having (SII) to solve, one needs to know features of the matrices involved. The
following hold:

• Ke is symmetric for all e = 1,..., ne\,
• Ke is positive semidefinite for all e = 1,..., nei,
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• K(t) is symmetric for any t € Rrael,
• K(t) is positive semidefinite for all t 6 Rrael, t > 0,
• K(t) is positive definite for any t £ R™el, t > 0,
• C is "quasi-orthogonal", i.e., the rows of C are orthogonal.

The first five statements are standard, but we explicitly prove

Theorem 5.1. CCT = I, where I is the ncn x ncn unit matrix.

Proof. By (43) we have

(CCT)ij = v?vj=eClwCA (,.)£.
Whenever i ^ j it can be seen that CJ^Cao) is the 2x2 zero matrix, while in the case
i = j it is the 2x2 unit matrix. If i = j.

(CC^ij = nei!L -1
and therefore CCT = I follows. □

The problem (SII) is numerically solved in [18] by a subgradient optimization algorithm
that relies on all the features listed above.

5.2. The abstract assumptions. Convergence analyses for displacement only equilib-
rium problems usually proceed in the following manner: The error (in norm) is estimated
by using Cea's lemma (cf. [15]) and an interpolation error estimate for the conforming
finite element at hand. Then convergence in norm is established as well as the rate of con-
vergence, provided the solution is regular enough (as can sometimes be shown by using
regularity theorems). In the case of contact, one cannot expect any additional regularity,
and proceeds in a slightly different way, cf. [17]. In addition to the interpolation error
estimate, one then needs to define a dense subset of regular functions x included in the
set of kinematically admissible displacements U, cf. (jj), and assume a weak closedness of
the discretized version of U, cf. (j). These assumptions are used in this paper, as well as
their counterparts for the "new" variable, i.e., (i) and (ii), and also the (non-standard)
assumption (k). The assumption (i) is a simpler version of (j), since it requires internal
approximation, and in (ii) the requirement of a dense subset of regular functions has
been dispensed with. The convergence indicated in (ii) is in the Ll{0) topology (since
choosing the L°°(f2)-norm is quite obviously too strong), which is sufficient for our needs.

To convince the reader of the assumptions' simplicity, we indicate their verification
in the non-contact case: The verification of (i), (ii), and (k) is not tedious as is evident
from Sec. 4.1. For conforming finite elements, (j) follows immediately as well as (jj) by
taking into account standard interpolation estimates and the fact that C°°(f2) is dense
in Hl (SI). The length of Sees. 4.2 and 4.3 is due to the rather general contact situation.

As a consequence of the above description, any element that converges for the displace-
ment analysis problem, in combination with elementwise constant thickness approxima-
tion, can be expected to satisfy the assumptions. If considering non-constant (continuous)
design approximations however, it will be difficult to verify (ii) due to the constraints in
the definition of H.

5.3. Numerical instabilities and comparison with other saddle-point problems. In The-
orem 3.1 we are only guaranteed an I/°°(fi) weak* convergence of the design variable, and
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hence checkerboard patterns or similar spurious modes in the design can appear. For cri-
teria of (non-)presence of checkerboard formations, derived within discretized situations,
we refer to [19] and [20].

In previous works on convergence associated with going from infinite dimension to dis-
cretized problems, it is usually one "crucial inequality" that implies the boundedness and
uniqueness of a variable. The boundedness yields weak convergence and eventually, by
using the crucial inequality, also strong convergence. In displacement analysis problems
it is the bilinear form's ellipticity that is the crucial inequality, and in the Stokes' problem
where the incompressibility condition is relaxed, the dual variable's crucial inequality is
the LBB condition. The problem (SJ) seems to lack such a crucial inequality for the
design variable, and instead the boundedness (and hence the L°°(f2) weak* convergence)
is given a priori. It is an open question if it is possible to prove strong convergence for
the FE-discretized design in a suitable norm.
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